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IN THE FEDERAL SHARIAT COURT
( APPELLATE JURISDICTION)

Muhammad Asghar son of
Faqir- Muhammad,
caste Gujjar, resident of
Chak No.3/GB,
Attanwali,
Tehsil Nankana Sahib,
District Sheikhupura.

Miss GuIzar ~utt,
Advocate.
Mr. Abdul Karim Sheikh,
Advocate.
Ch. Nazir Ahmad,
Adv:ocate.
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was committing zina-bil-jabr with his daughter Shabana. On seeing
the witnesses approaching him' the accused left the victim and fled
away with his pistol and holding his shalwar. He threatened them
that if someone came near he will be shot dead:. As such he succeeded
in escaping. The complainant and the witnesses removed Shabana in
injured condition to the house of the complainant. The parents of
the appellant and respectables of the village implored for forbriveness
As the complainant's daughter has been subjected to extreme. excess,
matter was reported to the police.

3.

After recording of the F. I. R. investigation was initiated

and was taken up by Ashraf Zaidi, Inspector, CW.1. During
investigation the appellant Muhammad Asghar as well as Mst. Shabana,
victim were found guilty of the offence of commission of zina. As per
statement of Ashraf Zaidi, Inspector made in court as CW.1, the
investigation was also conducted by DSP, Ferozewala, Inspector Ghafoor,
DSP Circle, Sheikhupura and ASP Saddar Sheikhupura and all of them
declared that Mst. Shabana was guilty, therefore, the investigating
officer Ashraf Zaidi submitted challan against Muhammad Asghar,
appellant as well as Shabana. Both were arrayed as accused persons
in the challan.

4.

Complainant Muhammad Yousaf not being satisfied with the
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Asghar figured. as the only accused. The copy of the supplementary c\r'1a11an'

The learned coun.sel for the appell~nt addressed arguments
and the main contention raised by her is that no such occurrence

discrepancies in the statements of the two witnesses i.e. the complainant
I

and the victim. Her main stand of force was that there/were three

much stress on the question of minority of the victim. JJccording to
r

him she was 15 years of age and as such she was minor and offence
of zina-bil-jabr committed by the appellant stand proved. Accox-""i;
to the learned counsel neither the complainant nor the victim had ahy
motive or rivalry to falsely implicate the accused! appellant. The
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appellant's learned counsel during course of arguments had referred

I

to an observation made by the learned trial judge that the appellant
was a young boy and therefrom she inferred that the appellant was
also minor. Learned counsel for the complainant anyhow seriously
refuted the same and submitted that there is no evidence or other
material brought on the record to show that the appellant was minor
at the time of alleged occurrence. He supported t_he judgment and

I
argued that the appellant's conviction was just and lawful. Learned
counsel for the State practically adopted the arguments advanced by
the learned counsel for the complainant.
10.

After hearing the learned counsel for the parties and

going through the evidence and other record, I. find that 'the complainant
and the victim have no enmity, motive or any other malice against
the appellant to have falsely implicated him in the present case. The
appellant when examined under section 342 Cr. P . C. as well, could not
explain as to why the complainant and the PWs deposed against him.
Mere . 'assertiOn'l that it was a false complaint and he was involved
due to party faction does not in any manner explain or absolve the
appellant atleast from pointing out the reason or circumstance due to
which he was implicated. The appellant did not appear as his own witness
nor adduced any evidence in his defence. The statement of the victim
to the extent that she was subjected to sexual intercourse is supported
by the medical report, according to which her physical

examinatior~

abundantly reveals that she had been subjected to sexual intercourse.
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The doctor obtained three vaginal swabs and sent to the ChemICal ,

described the swabs to be stained with semen. The physical condition

report, IXx!rRXl',leaves
no doubt that sexual intercourse had hoLbeen

victim was subjected to zina-bil-jabr or the same amounts1r0zina-bil-raza.
To determine the same,relevant facts, the reports and attending
circumstances have to be assessed and considered. T'e victim's
-I

was hesitant to appear before the investigating officer and did not
appear for more than six days and that no marks of Yiolence was"

weapon was effected from the accuseq person. All these facts and '
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to pay fine of Rs.5000/-, in default thereof to undergo three months R.I.
13.

Before parting with the judgment, it would be relevant to
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offence or Icomplexion of the entire case is changed.

( Zafar Pasha Chaudhry
~Judge

Approved
Lahore:23-7-2003.
M.. Khalil
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